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Introduction
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The advent of technological changes across 
the corners of the world has also affected the 
financial environment at large. Investors and 
traders now want ease of access to such 
platforms that enable them to interact with 
global entities with comfort so as to pocket 
hefty financials and also achieve their pre-
established aims and objectives. Digital 
currency is one of the blessings of the 
technological move during last decade 
which inc lude secured features o f 
cryptography which enable traders to feel a 
sense of safety and security and also verify 
exchange of assets at mentioned source in a 
controlled manner. Now a day's everyone 
has at least heard about Bitcoin which is a 
decentralized cryptocurrency and gaining 
popularity among the masses with the 
passage of time.Such form of currency has 
its unique features which are quite opposite 
to traditional electronic mechanism which is 
managed and controlled by banking 
systems. In contrast to the centralized 
system, such includes decentralized 
aspects for cryptocurrency transactions and 
its related database. 
According to reports as of September 2017 
above thousand cryptocurrencies exist in 
the world and among many of its features 

most prominent is that these are not backed 
by entities and governments.Security, 
re l iabi l i ty,  and maintenance of  sof t 
information are ensured by mutually 
interconnected parties who are termed as 
miners. The process of validation of 
transactions, transfer to mutually decided 
ledger under defined timesharing scheme 
are maintained by relevant stakeholders 
under title miners who get financial benefits 
for their technical support and services. For 
the time being although awareness is limited 
regarding its widespread popularity sounds 
its significance among business circles and 
potential investors.
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Executive Summary

Traders across the globe now feel that there 
must be a safe and secure platform which 
can help them to join hands at the global 
level. Keeping in view all of needs and 
expecta t ions  o f  t raders  and o ther 
prospective investor's management of 
Fiancia Ltd has considered various aspects 
in relation to cryptocurrency.Fiancia Ltd is 
also offering TV channel having the 
presence online across the globe which will 
inform news, financial information pertaining 
to cryptocurrency, views of strong and 
established cryptocurrency leaders and 
apart from that in particular advanced 
technological news related to blockchain 
and decentralized system prevailing for the 
cryptocurrency. It is imperative to mention 
here the fact that presence of an online 
decentralized mechanism for crypto traders 
will include aspects related to safety, 

security, and confidentiality of information 
pertaining to traders. The company will 
introduce FIN token which will allow the real-
time point of sale transactions and such 
token will be interlinked with trader's private 
cryptocurrency wallets. Upon the basis of 
that management of Fiancia Ltd has strong 
perception that online copy trading and 
interaction among relevant entities will 
accelerate and also the popularity of such 
technology urge connection of various 
renowned forums prevailing across the 
g lobe.  To expedi te  the process of 
transactions and prompt payments it is 
inevitable that exchange of cryptocurrency 
must move under fiat and FIN token under it 
indeed possesses prominence in terms of 
global solutions regardless of territorial 
distribution. 



Till that date presence of traditional financial environment has restricted cryptocurrency from 
making its way and also customers are also feeling something lacking in terms of online initiative 
that has massive practical utility. Investors are already fed up from the presence of multiple 
factors in the financial environment that check the availability of maximum returns to them and it is 
widely hoped that owing to penetration of cryptocurrency in our daily lives big, bigger and even 
biggest dreams will be transformed into reality. It is roughly estimated that on daily basis about 
$22 trillions of consumer spending move between traders and other segments. 
Such gigantic figure calls attention to the presence of such mechanism in the form of 
cryptocurrency that can enable customers to ensure safe, secure, reliable and managed the flow 
of funds under digital environment. Presence of local and international currencies in daily 
activities sounds and also periodic functions relevant to commercial and domestic lives demand 
something different. How one will feel when one is using cryptocurrency for petty need like buying 
a notebook, grocery, and foodstuff etc. Keeping in view all such perspectives such aspect for 
sure will expedite the process of growing move for cryptocurrency and merging of it into existing 
financial environment at large. Fiancia Ltd is introducing a social network investment platform of 
copy trading along with regulated TV channel that could handle needs and expectations of 
traders, investors and innovative minds prone towards cryptocurrency in about 180 countries 
across the globe.

Problem Statement

WHITE PAPER

Crypto News 
TV Channel Innovative & User 

Friendly Platform

Copy Trading 
Platform

Social Network
Investment 

Fiancia Is The Solution For The Problem
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Vision

Fiancia has the vision to introduce a sound 
footed and trusted global copy trading 
platform that fosters financial activities and 
wins the trust of gigantic entities as well as 
individual traders so they can feel a sense of 
comfort. Fiancia is introducing copy trading 
system which includes features of the forum 
and social network growth strategies. 
Growing impact of cryptocurrency can be 
judged from the fact that in near future 
m a r k e t  c a p i t a l i z a t i o n  r e l a t e d  t o 
cryptocurrency will reach the massive figure 
of 10 Trillion US Dollars. In view of such 
emerging breakthrough, it is inevitable to 
introduce a TV channel that can disseminate 
and assist traders across the globe in terms 
of latest news and data pertaining to 
international markets on 24/7 basis.
Our vision will target continuous growth, 
s tupendous  p rogress ,  en l i s t i ng  o f 
organization among stable ones and 
targeting transparency, integrity, and 
adherence to professional ethics for 
collective interests at large.Such system will 

enable one to transact abruptly from any 
place in the world in any form including 
crypto owing to FIN token ranging from the 
smartphone in the hands of an individual to 
Fiancia app. It will enable traders and 
investors in particular and others, in general, 
to ensure speedily flow of transaction owing 
to the presence of digital wallet.Fiancia 
being a UK based entity fully recognize the 
fact that to compete in UK society is nothing 
less than a nightmare and strictly it will target 
principles of integrity, commitment, concern 
for core values of confidentiality and mutual 
acceptance at all in the long run. Our vision 
will also target keeping aligned with modern 
trends and changing's happening in the 
crypto world so that customers may feel the 
sense of being delivered something different 
from the rest. Among vision, the concern will 
also be to achieve excellence in terms of 
prominent and unique position among 
industry segments so that as and when 
customers think of crypto trade our name 
remains at the top list in a unique manner. 

WHITE PAPER
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Comparative Analysis Of Financial 
Environment & Cryptocurrency

It has proved too large extent that existing 
financial environment is not able to provide 
benefits to the population at the collective 
level. It can be owing to internal and external 
factors like ineffective banking systems, lack 
of the system to adjust in accordance with 
changing circumstances, complex and 
frequent changes in structures and rising 
costs which are being borne by the 
customers in view of such hostile financial 
environment. Today owing to the advent of 
virtual environment it has become possible 
to achieve financial milestones and interact 
with parties across the corners of the world 
within few seconds. Such aspect seems at 
first instance like daydreaming but owing to 
cryptocurrency and blockchain based funds 
transfer it has transformed into practical 
reality at large. Time and cost factors which 
are relevant to such aspect and possess 
sound position have not only reduced to a 
large extent but also relieved customers from 
the involvement of various intermediaries. 

Now it is possible for customers to move 
funds here and there with nominal cost within 
few seconds yes not days and minutes 
owing to blockchain based funds transfer 
and vice versa. Such blockchain based 
funds transfer mechanism is indeed 
providing benefits at the massive level to 
both businesses and private equity 
participants in the financial environment. 
Investors and traders are now at comfortable 
ends that their funds are easily managed, 
controlled and transferred in a secured 
manner at the mentioned destination. Apart 
from that aspect, there are certain limitations 
which are associated with the use of 
blockchain like for day to day needs it is not 
possible to implement it practically since 
after exchange of assets as cryptocurrency 
since when funds are transferred into local 
bank accounts same prove useful for 
intended recipients'.

Why Blockchain Technology

The Blockchain is being used highly for transaction management based on digital ledger 
database. It is shareable network by all the participants in a well-established and manageable 
distributed network of computers. It is used to manage all the transaction and store the record in the 
network; necessarily it is designed for excluding the need of "trusted third party", Blockchain is 
attempting to solve is, first to do the transfer of money without a trusted entity so people can talk with 
each other and, second to do it faster or may be immediately transfer and, third to do it cheaper 
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than the fee the third party collects. Blockchain uses distributed database, implemented in 
multiple locations, and the information held on these databases is continually regulated. The 
records in these databases are totally public and no any centralized third party is involved, 
every individual holds a synchronized copy of ledger and all the participants sees the same 
version of the ledger, it is done only when a recipient, make transaction, publish and 
broadcast this intended transaction but this can be possible only when miners get and 
validate the transaction. The blockchain is a technology that enables moving digital coins or 
assets from one individual to another recipient. The only issue is that recipient need to wait 
until receives the copy of transaction, and on the other side it benefited the recipients as two 
owners can't mess with the same record at the same time. Blockchain seems like a network 
of the internet which store block of information that is identical across the network. 
Blockchain can't be controlled by an individual and has no point of failure. This is why 
Blockchain is likely a game changer. 
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Copy Trading Platform 

Exigency Of Copy Trading System

For the time being, growing impact of crypto 
trade across the corners of the world is 
enormous and such aspect has brought the 
attention of Fiancia in a very effective and 
profound manner. Although at the moment 
traders are benefitting a lot out of such 
market which is going to hit 10 Trillion USD 
there is a need to introduce a fully controlled, 
reliable and user-friendly copy trading 
system that can cover at the maximum their 
business needs and level of expectations 
that vary with the passage of time. Merely 
presence of opportunities in the form of trade 
is not enough in today's online world as 
everyone wants safety and confidentiality of 
information both at collective and individual 
l e v e l .  F i a n c i a  L t d  h a s  t a k e n  i n t o 
consideration all of these aspects and want 
to introduce a copy trading slide system with 
multiple features. Various features of such 
system can be summed up in the following 
manner:

Ø Such system will ensure user-friendly 
approach for traders and customers under 
low spreads so that they may achieve their 
aims and objectives in a comfortable 
manner.

Ø Under such system traders will be 
able to manage and execute trading 
activities under an algorithmic trading 
system so that at any time across the globe 
they can manage crypto trade owing to 
mobile devices in their hands instead of 
relying upon intermediaries in a traditional 
manner.

Ø Fiancia Ltd will ensure full and sound 
control over such trading system so as to 
protect the interest and other concerns of 
trade since billions of Dollars transactions 
will be executed under such system. In view 
of such critical aspect, it is inevitable as per 
management of Fiancia that there exists a 



The Significance Of Fiancia 
Copy Trading System

Since it will be a global platform for the traders and investors, therefore, the company will be able 
to provide a diversified set of opportunities to them so as to gain maximum benefits from available 
cryptocurrency options in a comprehensive manner. The business of Fiancia will be able to 
pocket credibility, enhanced exposure, the trust of customers and long-term recognition among 
the masses since regulated TV channel and copy trading system which is being introduced by it 
enable global investors to remain well versed with the digital environment on 24/7 basis. Such 
aspect will definitely enhance mutual acceptance, integrity, corporate partnerships and value 
dissemination among concerned stakeholders. The emergence of networks and formation of 
groups at such trading system will boost up confidence level of traders and investors and also 
assist most of the stakeholders on behalf of Fiancia to form and develop business ventures and 
associations so that rational and professional decision making may foster in more refined 
manner. 
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fully controlled and effective centralized 
mechanism that can supplement effective 
crypto trade at large.

Ø There will be complete freedom and 
choice for the traders to execute and stop 
trading activities any time under such 
system since expectations, interest, and 
demands of traders also vary with changing 
pattern of behavior of the market. Traders will 
be able to adjust and plan their trading 
timings in accordance with their own set of 
preferences.

Ø The forum will also ensure the 
presence of crowdfunded groups that will 
help each other in benefitting from each 
other's experiences and knowledge. These 
g r o u p s  w i l l  e n a b l e  p r o s p e c t i v e 
inexperienced traders and entities to 
understand and develop a comprehensive 
strategy in terms of crypto trade across the 
corners of the world. 

Ø Apart from the trading terminal, it will 
also serve as social network connection 

where all stakeholders and groups in 
particular investors and traders can share 
their views, news, and suggestions for 
collective interests and also building of 
sound linkage among all of the relevant 
parties and entities.

Ø The system will also offer withdrawal 
processing of transactions in terms of funds 
managed and maintained by the company 
for traders within minutes so that traders may 
fulfill their domestic and commercial needs 
accordingly.
Since algorithmic copy trading system will 
be controlled and managed by the company 
with flexible access for traders, therefore, the 
company will also ensure security, continuity, 
and maintenance of the system through 
backup plans and firewall arrangements. 
The company strongly believes in the fact 
that any disruption or delay in the system can 
affect plans and expectations of traders at 
substantial levels, therefore, it will ensure 
maximum security and safety in view of such 
critical aspect.
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Prospects For Professional Traders

Fiancia under its commitment to render 
quality services under advanced copy 
trading system will ensure payment of fixed 
monthly payments supplemented by the 
commission in accordance with ranks which 
traders and investors achieve while being 
part of the trading terminal during the 
specified time period. Such will ensure 
enhancement of motivation level on part of 
traders associated with It will certainly boost 
up economic activities in the digital 
environment across the globe in view of the 
advanced concept of cryptocurrency. There 
are certain other benefits of such copy 
trading for professional traders which can be 
summed up in the following manner:

Ø T h e  s y s t e m  w i l l  p r o v i d e  a n 
opportunity to traders to interact with a 
massive community of cryptocurrency 
investors and such aspect definitely 
provides access to new avenues of progress 
and prosperity and even unlocks doors of 
opportunities for those investors who feel 
hesitation in taking the business initiative. 
Both in long and short run same will provide a 
competitive edge to gigantic investors and 
umbrella to small ones in terms of future 
targets, safety, consistency and ongoing 
opportunities available for all. The traders 
will be ranked as Brass, Bronze, Silver, Gold 
& Platinum with the rating to stars.  

Ø The platform will also enable traders 
to share and practically implement their 
business strategies in a more refined and 
comprehensive manner so that better and 
better trading strategies may be devised 

and implemented for collective aims. Apart 
from that, it will also prove a blessing in 
disguise for those who possess curiosity for 
crypto trade but owing to lack of proper 
guidance and direction remain unable to 
transform their ideas into reality.

Ø The forum owing to Fiancia Ltd will 
ensure worldwide recognition for investors 
and traders since same is going to operate in 
about 180 countries and it has the presence 
in such environment and industry whose 
potential is being expected at the level of 10 
trillion US Dollars in near future.

Ø Same will also provide easy control 
and facilitation in terms of personal control 
regarding trading in cryptocurrency since 
when traders have the opportunity to invest 
and trade in accordance with their own level 
of expectations and time management 
certainly they feel the sense of commitment 
and loyalty for forum owing to which all such 
have become possible to them.
It will also ensure access to cryptocurrency 
news portals and channels and some help in 
getting updated information and ease of 
access to accurate and reliable information 
for decision making at both collective and 
individual levels and vice versa.

12
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Apart from traders in equal and unique 
manner investors will also be able to enjoy 
sound benefits and experiences from such 
copy trading system. The company will 
design and control such system with the aim 
of protection of interests and expectations of 
investors at the maximum level so that they 
may feel the sense of security and long-term 
acceptance on part of Fiancia Ltd. Various 
benefits which can be gained by investors 
owing to such system can be summarized 
under the following heads:

Ø The forum will enable investors to 
trade like cryptocurrency traders apart from 
the fact that their domain of aims and 
objectives may be quite different from those 
of the traders. 

Ø Investors will also be able to pocket 
hefty profits and returns owing to the advent 
of such prolific and unique system having 
access to more than 3000 cryptocurrencies 
at large.

Ø The system will also enable investors 
to assess the level of risk which is associated 
with crypto trade currency according to the 
level of ranks which are enjoyed by the 
traders. It will also help investors to assess 
the performance of traders for mutually 
acceptable future business relations at 
substantial levels. 

Ø It is commonly perceived under 
existing trading systems that managers and 
advisors who manage funds on behalf of 
investors use techniques and tools to 
misrepresent information and also conceal 
actual facts and figures. Copy trading 
system on part of Fiancia will provide safety 

to investors, such malpractices will be 
diminished to large extent in the best interest 
of crypto markets in the long run across the 
corners of the world. 

Ø Investors apart from individual 
presence will also be able to interact on part 
of social network investment platform and 
same provide attention to those having the 
malafide attention that investors are 
representing reliable source and forum. In 
this regard interests and credibility will also 
be secured at collective levels.

Ø As per own schedule and time frame 
investors will be able to trade at the terminal 
and such aspect is much comfortable and 
lucrative for regular traders and those having 
curiosity to move onward in life with big 
dreams and vice versa.

Ø Since the platform will provide an 
opportunity to investors to assess the 
performance of traders, therefore, it will also 
allow investors to stop traders to restrict them 
from trading any time investors feel that they 
are not rendering output as per their 
expectations. 

Ø Apart from that aspect ease of access 
to any trader will also provide an opportunity 
to investors to benefit from experiences of 
most skilled and competent traders and in 
this manner achievement of aims and 
objectives become comfortable and 
effective.

 Prospects For Investors
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Global Preference

Fiancia Ltd is of the view to expand its market 
base across the corners of the world and in 
view of it, management wants to present 
organization in a more rel iable and 
sophisticated manner towards potential 
traders and investors so that in the long run 
all can collectively benefit from each other. 
Under social trading network scheme of the 
organization, traders will be able to provide 
benefit to investors owing to their skills. 
Investors always remain reluctant in terms of 
ongoing profits and sustainable business 
growth and traders target profits and 

credibility among business circles and those 
who wish to ensure global presence under 
crypto trade and other online functions. 
Since Fiancia has targeted about 180 
countries and in the presence of other sound 
footed crypto trading platforms it will likely 
introduce more and more lucrative and 
attractive packages for investors and traders 
so that it can enlist itself among priority of 
customers and also realize them it is an 
organizat ion which offers maximum 
solutions to them. 

 Multiple Forms Of Revenue Generating Sources

The business of Fiancia will be controlled 
and managed in a very planned and 
effervescent manner so as to achieve new 
avenues of success and developments in a 
comprehensive manner. The success of 
business in the crypto world depends to 
large extent upon adopting diversified 
approaches instead of relying on one 
dimension which can lead to devastation. 
For traders, the organization will charge 
commissions of 10% so as to boost up 
operational aspects of the business and also 
in line with modern industry trends prevailing 
across the corners of the world. Adoption of 
the formal process for entry fee and other 
formal requirements will also help in realizing 
traders and investors that organization 
wants  to  p romote  the  bus iness  o f 

cryptocurrency in defined and planner 
manner. Apart from that traders will earn 
profits from trading activities on recurring 
basis owing to their own aims and objectives 
and also in line with expectations of investors 
for whom they will offer all such. The 
business of Fiancia will also pocket benefits 
from such trading activities and charge 
certain commission percentage in line with 
i ndus t r y  p rac t i ces  i n  t e r ms  o f  an 
intermediary role for prospective investors 
and traders.

14
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 Age Of Social Trading Networks 
& Trading Mechanism

The business of Fiancia will offer multiple 
domains in terms of crypto trade and in this 
regard management has considered it 
inevitable to introduce connectivity of social 
trading networks and trading forums in a 
unique manner. Business activity demands 
continuous interaction with various aspects 
related to updated information, news, 
groups' pressure and impact of rumors upon 
market dynamics. In this regard role of 
interlinking, activities demand attention and 
same have been widely assessed by 
Fiancia. Social trading networks indeed 
demand ongoing attention and linkage with 
traders and investors who also find safety 
under these forums since through these they 
can raise their news and views regarding 

aspects which can boost up trading 
activities and also provide opportunities to 
prospective investors in terms of growth, 
learning, and international exposure. Clients 
will have the opportunity to create their own 
accounts which can be connected to their 
wallets so that they can trade for multiple 
cryptocurrencies as per their own set of 
expectations. All such activities will also 
show in their wallets and same ensure them 
that their organization is in the process of 
rendering them at the maximum in terms of 
safety, flexibility and reliability and vice 
versa. The business of Fiancia in that way will 
be able to ensure the sound place among 
gigantic crypto trading plate forums 
prevailing. 

Age Of Various Facilities

Fiancia Ltd will be offering multiple facilities 
towards traders and investors and in view of 
these to manage all functions demand 
strong cohesion among all of the business 
components since without it in the highly 
competitive environment at international 
level survival can be in jeopardy. The 
business of Fiancia will also strive for 
continuous growth and business profits and 
in view of it, a sense of cooperation and 
ability to respond to changing internal and 
external factors must be there so that 
business can render performance and 
quality service on a consistent basis. The 
company will be offering aspects in relation 
to the opening of an online account by 
investors on their own and in this regard 
portal must provide them the facility to get 

published periodic and other information 
that can assist beginners and inexperienced 
traders. From crowd sales management will 
allocate 20 percent of resources for 
operational aspects of an organization so as 
to ensure continuity of business operations 
at comprehensive levels. News and 
regulated information on TV channels will 
also be there in connection with other 
functions of business so that whole of 
business functions may present a unified 
picture of one unit to external world at 
substantial levels. Connection with social 
trading forums will also be ensured on a 
consistent basis since these are best 
y a r d s t i c k s  f o r  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e 
enhancement of organization in accordance 
with defined aims and targets.



User-friendly Approach To Platform

The business of Fiancia will be managed and 
operated under the concept of user-
friendliness since same is inevitable in 
modern day world full of competition and 
ongoing innovations. These aspects have 
been taken into consideration by the 
management of Fiancia and various 
perceived benefits of such approach can be 
summed up in the following manner:

Ø It will enhance sustainable approach 
of the organization in the crypto trading 
environment and also reduce dependency 
upon others since independence in any 
matter in the business world is also deemed 
as business strength at large.

Ø Security trading forums which will be 
created by Fiancia Ltd will also benefit a lot 
owing to user-friendly approach since these 
always target opportunities and prospects of 

growth of all of the relevant stakeholders in a 
comprehensive manner.

Ø Traders will also feel a sense of 
security and comfort owing to the user-
friendly approach of Fiancia and consider 
their positive and creative feedbacks are 
given due consideration by the management 
of the organization.

Ø Investors being the most prominent 
stakeholder in such environment will be able 
to pocket more lucrative and attractive 
benefits owing to the presence of the 
controlled and well-organized system of 
crypto trading activities.

Ø Periodic information and up gradation 
for investors and traders will also enable 
them to ensure long-term association with 
the company.

WHITE PAPER 16
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Crypto Bank 

Crypto Bank 

The concept of the crypto bank will also be 
there on part of Fiancia since traders and 
investors want ease of communication and 
management of funds in terms of withdrawal 
in particular in relation to cryptocurrency. 
Such platform will be part of business 
funct ions  and in te rconnected w i th 
withdrawal process where investors and 
traders from various corners of the world will 
use master/visa cards for withdrawals and 
also via bank wire and merchants. FIN coin 

exchange will also manage conversion to 
USD/EUR (FIAT currency) as developed by 
Fiancia. Such aspect will also promote FIN 
coin and in this manner, traders and 
investors will feel comfort regarding 
withdrawal of hard cash by converting any 
cryptocurrency available with them. 
Decentralized blockchain technology which 
will be owned and managed by Fiancia act 
like a crypto bank for all stakeholders in this 
regard.
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Fiancia TV Channel

Fiancia Limited is one of the fastest 
growing financial institutes based in the 
UK. The company is helping investors, 
businessmen, entrepreneurs, and SMEs 
to realize opportunities and get the 
maximum out of them. Fiancia Limited is 
looking forward to launching a special TV 
channel dedicated to cryptocurrencies. 
This state of the art channel would be one 
of its kind. This white paper discusses the 
potential of cryptographic currencies 
and dire need of a TV channel dedicated 
to these currencies. This white also 
presents the TV channel's proposed 
business model, mission, visions, goals 
and future potential.

Introduction 

Our vision is to be the most efficient, 
reliable, authentic, accurate and trusted 
TV channel in the world.

Vision Statement

Our goal is to create a distinctive identity of 
our brand using best management practices 
in order to maximize the value for our 
stakeholders.
Following are core values of his TV channel
Ø E x c e l l e n c e :  p r o m o t i n g  a n d 
encouraging excellence with the help of 
rigor, creativity, pragmatism, and innovation. 
Ø Accepting Responsibility: Fulfilling 
our obligation to stakeholders, society and 
all people
Ø Sustainability: This company value 
refers to its efforts to sustain high quality of 
service  
Ø Integr i ty :To stay honest  in a l l 
interaction and ensure the highest level of 
e th ica l  s tandards in  repor t ing and 
broadcasting. 
Ø Diversity: Embracing changes and 
acting to use change in a positive manner. 
Ø R e c o g n i t i o n :  R e c o g n i z e  a n d 
acknowledge the efforts all other entities 
wherever and whenever necessary.  
Ø Responsiveness:We strive to be 
receptive and respond quickly and 
efficiently according to the situation.
Ø Accountabi l i ty :  Accept ing the 
consequences of actions and activities for 
the betterment of all stakeholders. 
Ø Accuracy:  Providing accurate 
information without altering it 
Ø Authenticity: Providing authentic 
information after verifying it from reliable 
sources so that people can trust our 
services. 

Goals & Core Values
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The internet has changed the world in so 
many ways that we can't even count. Every 
time when it appears that internet has 
reached to its pinnacle a new technology 
a p p e a r s  t o  s t u n  t h e  w o r l d  a n d 
cryptocurrency is one of them. The 
digitalization of money was not a new 
concept because banks use digitalized 
money to support their internet banking. E-
commerce is based on digitalized money 
and some of the biggest players in this field 
are Paypal, Visa and Master Card. The 
evolution of digitalized money to completely 
virtual currency (cryptocurrency) has taken 
the financial systems of the world to a whole 
new level. This transition seems very 
promising but it this transition is way more 
complicated than we all think it is. This all 
started in January 2009 when a mysterious 
person or a group named Satoshi Nakamoto 
re l e a s e d  B i t c o i n  0 . 1 ,  t h o u g h  t h e 
development process was started in 2001. 
The development of Bitcoin went through 
various phases until the end of 2010 when 

Satoshi Nakamoto left the project after 
releasing Bitcoin 0.3.9. The idea of mining 
was proposed to create new Bitcoin. In this 
method,  the computat ion power of 
processor is used to mine the coin. The 
departure of Satoshi didn't halt the progress 
of the Bitcoin because at that moment a 
community had been developed to improve 
the Bitcoin. This community improved 
various aspects of Bitcoin and blockchain 
technology. 
The early development laid the base for 
other cryptocurrencies. Several other 
cryptocurrencies developed during this 
process development. The price of Bitcoin 
remained somewhat steady until early 2017 
when this cryptocurrency crossed the barrier 
of 1400 USD to never look back. The price of 
Bitcoinraised dramatically in 2017, leaving 
lots of people in regret. The graph below is 
showing the comparison of the value of 
Bitcoin with other mainstream commodities 
of USA over the last 5 years.
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The Boom Of Digital Currency

Bitcoinvs other US commodities in terms of USD



Knowledge is power especially when it can 
be applied to something positive. The 
knowledge about changing financial needs 
and the importance of decentralized 
financial instrument helped hundreds of 
people to earn a fortune from Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrencies. These currencies 
are just in the initial stage of their lifecycle 
which means they will grow stronger but the 
question is which currency will thrive. It can 
be determined with right knowledge of this 
technology. There are millions of people out 
there who are either involved in the trading of 
cryptocurrency or want to involve in it. There 
should be a source of knowledge for these 
people so that they can make educated 
choices. This source of knowledge should 
be re l iab le ,  eas i ly  access ib le  and 
inexpensive. 
The knowledge can be gain only when 
information is acquired through various 
mediums including internet, newspaper, 

radio, and television. The internet is an 
extraordinary source of information but it is 
hard to find reliable sources on the internet. 
TV channels, on the other hand, are more 
reliable sources of information as they are 
regulated by national authorities. When it 
comes to news TV channels are considered 
way more authentic than the internet. Every 
one of us turns on his TV just to verify news 
that he found on the internet. Moreover, TV 
channels can be held responsible for false 
news, therefore, it is expected that any news 
on a news channel is not just a wild rumor. It is 
strange but Television has maintained its 
audience and popularity even in this digital 
era while other old information mediums like 
radio, newspaper and magazines are not 
that effective anymore. The chart below is 
showing the percentage of US citizens who 
watch new channel regularly to stay 
updated.
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Other cryptocurrencies are also following BTC and their prices are also expected to rise radically 
in 2018. Now, cryptocurrencies have got the attention of banks, giant investors, financial 
institutes, and governments, therefore, these currencies are going to play a vital role in the global 
financial system. The question is what kind of role these currencies will play and which 
cryptocurrencies will survive because every now and then one cryptocurrency appears and 
another one disappears.

Need For Dedicated Tv Channel
For Crypto Currency

Percentage of US adults getting news from TV regularly



 Purpose Of TV Channel  

The primary purpose of this TV channel would be to keep viewers updated with recent 
happenings in the world of cryptocurrencies. This world of cryptocurrency is not just limited to the 
prices of different cryptographic currencies but it encompasses lots of other aspects of 
cryptocurrencies including 

Ø Arrival of new currencies
Ø Future of different currencies
Ø The technology behind the development 
Ø Mining
Ø Pros and cons 
Ø Transaction process
Ø Vulnerabilities and security concerns
Ø Services required to improve overall infrastructure

 This channel will cover all these aspects and much more to provide a complete package to its 
viewers.  
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This chart clearly indicates that reasonable percentage of US adults tune to a news channel and 
the percentage of adults who occasionally tune to news channel would be way higher. It means 
news channels are still popular especially in developed countries like the USA. This discussion 
also indicates that there is a need for a TV channel dedicated to the cryptocurrency. This kind of 
TV channel can have a serious impact on the development of cryptocurrencies and can increase 
the awareness to great extent. Incidents like Mt. Goxmaight do not have such a big impact on 
Bitcoin holders if there was a valid source of information to reveal the security issues and other 
regularities in the company. There were clear indications of theft and mismanagement of Bitcoins 
from 2011 but people kept on using the services of this company as there was no one to raise the 
flag or blow the whistle.
There are some big TV channels like CNBC and Bloomberg which are talking about 
Cryptocurrency. They invite businessmen, programmers and technology activists to talk about 
trends and future of cryptocurrencies. But, these channels usually talk about Bitcoin. There 
should be a channel which explains cryptocurrency technology and discuss trends and future of 
different currencies.   
Although most countries don't recognize Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies as a legit commodity 
some of these currencies have been accepted by masses all over the world. Now, it is not just 
about accumulating and mining them but also about trading them online through international 
brokers. There are dozens of brokers and online trading platform which allow trading of BTC. 
Some of these brokers include eToro, Plus500, EasyMarkets, Admiral Markets, BitMex, AvaTrade, 
and FxOpen. Investors and businessmen who love to trade highly liquidated commodity usually 
go for currency trading and now digital currency has open the gate of new opportunities for them. 
These people need a channel like Bloomberg which help them in trading of cryptocurrency and 
bring more people to it.



Users Data Base

The primary target market of this TV channel would the UK and Russia because these markets 
are easily accessible to the company as compared to other developed countries. Moreover, most 
people in these regions have television. The graph below is showing that 97% of households in 
Europe have the TV. This data was collected in 2009 and now this percentage must have 
improved.
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Purposes of TV Channel 
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The trends in TV usage are also very promising. The graph below is showing the number of 
subscribers in Russia for different types of TV channels. The number of subscribers is increasing 
gradually every year and these numbers are expected to grow in 2018 which indicates that 
Russia is a good market of Fiancia new TC channel.

This graph indicates the popularity and importance of TV in developed regions like the UK. 
Television users use different mediums to watch TV. The image below is showing the shift from 
analog channel to digital channel. The TV channel of Fiancia would be digital and it would be 
broadcasted as a terrestrial channel in the UK and satellite channel in Russia.  
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Business Model of the TV Channel
The business model of any organization includes infrastructure, partners, revenue, costs, 
products, services, and customer base. All these elements of our business model are discussed 
here in details.   

Infrastructure

I t  is important to have an effective 
infrastructure in place in order to perform 
various business operations efficiently. We 
wi l l  set  up a hard-work ing staff  o f 
technicians, cameramen, journalists, 
editors, engineers, hosts, finance experts, 
reporters, and other professionals. We will 
have a functional business structure where 
experts of one field perform their duties 
without any interference of any other 
department. The functional structure of any 
organization ensures the quality of final 
product and also helps the organization to 
improve overall system quickly by just 
adding,  removing and modi fy ing a 
department. We would have departments of 
editing, broadcasting, reporting, research & 
development, human resources, finance & 
accounting, and maintenance.
The depar tment  o f  ed i t ing  w i l l  be 
responsible for the editing of content which 

will go on air. This department will ensure that 
out content is authentic, accurate and not 
violating any ethical and legal code. The 
b ro a d c a s t i n g  d e p a r t m e n t  w i l l  b e 
responsible to ensure the accessibility of our 
channel to our viewers all the time. Human 
resources will deal with hiring, employee 
s a t i s f a c t i o n ,  a n d  o t h e r  s i m i l a r 
responsibilities. The department of research 
and development will get maximum attention 
because this department will not only 
develop the content for our channel but will 
also do continuous research to improve the 
standard of this channel. Finance and 
accounting department will deal with costs 
and revenues. There will also be some other 
small department like cleaning, makeup, set 
designing and general store which will play 
their role in completing everyday business 
operations.

Partners

It is not possible to achieve extraordinary 
goals without the help of right partners. 
Currently, we have lots of programmers, 
lawyers, economists, and businessmen on 
our side to help us in explaining various 
aspects of cryptocurrencies to our viewers. 
Our par tners inc lude broadcast ing 
agencies, advertisement agencies, and e-
wallet service providers. We are looking 

forward to partner with brokers and financial 
institutes who are interested in trading 
cryptocurrencies. We are also eager to have 
experience professional, innovators and 
revolutionists in out partners' list. These 
people can add real value to this technology 
and we will provide them a platform to 
express their opinion.
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Sources of Revenue

The primary sources of income for this channel will be commercials and other paid content. We 
will try to run only that paid content which will relate cryptocurrency. In this way, viewers will keep 
interested and they will look forward to our paid content in order to get hold of new opportunities. 
Our channel will provide a platform to the developers and investors of new cryptocurrencies to 
create awareness about the new digital coin. Brokers and e-wallet service providers will be able 
to run their campaign on this channel and it can help this channel to earn reasonable revenue.

WHITE PAPER

Services

The main service of this TV channel will be updates and news about different cryptographic 
coins. This channel will give non-stop updates and news through hourly news bulletin, breaking 
news, and news tickers. We will also provide the service of air time to our clients who would want 
to promote their own products and service through our channel. We will offer a forum for 
discussion of various topics. The discussion on the forum will be broadcasted and it would be 
free service to our viewers and they would be able to acquire very valuable information from these 
discussions.

Customer Base

The customer of this TV channel would be anyone who would want to learn about cryptocurrency 
or looking for recent happenings in this field. It indicates the targeted customers of this channel 
are in every part of the world because cryptocurrency has reached almost every part of the word. 
It means this TV channel should be in English so that maximum number of viewers can 
understand the content.

Financing

The most important part of any business model is financing because financing plays a vital role in 
the success of any organization. Currently, we have individual investors and partners who are 
financing this channel. We are running a micro-financing campaign to attract investors. This 
white paper is part of the campaign to realize people about the potential of this TV channel and its 
market demand.
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Budgeting

The better part of resources will be used for content creation, research, and development. 
Resources would be used for following purposes.
Ø Marketing & advertisement
Ø Human resources
Ø Broadcasting licensing
Ø Maintenance and repairing 
Ø Purchasing fixed assets like equipment and furniture
Ø Renting building, vehicle, and other products
Ø Outsourcing activities like consultation

Budget Allocation 
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Business Development 

Business Development Plans 

The business of Fiancia will operate in the 
highly competitive environment and in such 
world where business is estimated to reach 
$10 trillion Dollars in near future. Out of 
available funds from crowd sales Fiancia will 
allocate 45 percent of its resources for 
business development across the corners of 
the world so as to stay competitive and 
sustainable in the ever-changing global 
scenario. Such mammoth prospect indeed 
demands the attention of the management of 
Fiancia and in this regard there comes 
adoption of comprehensive, realistic and 
enhanced business development plan that 
can tackle market challenges and ongoing 
threats to the business of Fiancia. It has been 
observed that competitors in the market are 
offering various advanced features that are 
helping to large extent traders and investors 
in achieving their aims and objectives in 

accordance with aims and expectations. 
Business strategists of Fiancia will consider 
growth prospects of the company in such 
environment and devise plans and policies 
that can match with environment prevailing 
across the corners of the world. Presence of 
TV channels and copy trading system apart 
from social networks among traders and 
investors will indeed prove a big chunk in the 
business environment and enable the 
company to ensure success and offer 
customers services at significant levels 
under the concept of quality service and 
long-term corporate partnerships. In respect 
of business expansion across safe business 
heavens like the USA, Europe and UAE will 
be taken into consideration since existing 
competitors have already targeted these 
areas owing to the presence of sound footed 
business entities.

      Business Development Plans 
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Affiliate Plans

Fiancia also intends to introduce affiliate 
plans for its traders and investors so as to 
provide more and more lucrative and 
auspicious benefits to them. In such manner, 
traders will be offered ways to generate more 
revenue and also urge investors that their 
financial resources are being accumulated 
with the passage of time apart from normal 
day to day functions in a comprehensive 
manner. Investors and traders will be offered 
an opportunity to join affiliate program as 50 

percent of revenue share which they will 
generate owing to such activity and in this 
manner, both Fiancia and investors along 
with traders will benefit a lot at the substantial 
level .Fiancia management wants to 
revolutionize in the crypto world in such a 
manner that it may become a source of 
inspiration, credibility and symbol of trust 
and aspiration for valued customers in 
comparison to other competitors and vice 
versa. 

Marketing And Enhancement 
Of Business Functions

Fiancia Ltd being a UK based organization is 
going to initiate business functions across 
180countries in the highly competitive 
environment and in such scenario where the 
emergence of cryptocurrency is being 
warmly welcomed and preferred has to 
develop sound marketing strategies for the 
promotion and development of business 
a c ro s s  t h e  c o r n e r s  o f  t h e  w o r l d . 
Management of Fiancia has allocated 25 
percent of its total funds out of Crowd sales 
for marketing and promotion of business and 
in this respect management of the entity is 
very much cautious to allocate resources in 
the right manner at the right place at right 
time. Traditional concepts of marketing like 
just rendering of products and services to 
customers have lost their practical utility and 
with the passage of time advent of advanced 
features like holistic, relationship marketing 
and marketing mix have urged entities to 

ensure cont inuous in teract ion wi th 
customers by consider ing them as 
corporate partners. Since the business of 
Fiancia is related to, therefore, the concept of 
marketing holds more weight for it as it has to 
interact with traders and investors on the 
cont inuous basis and also develop 
strategies in accordance with their 
expectations and interests. Marketing of 
products and services also demand the use 
of marketing tools and channels and in this 
regard, social values and impact of 
international and local regulations upon 
marketing approach of Fiancia will be taken 
into consideration since management of 
Fiancia has a mindset to move towards UAE 
as its head office. UAE offers flexible 
business opportunities and limitations in 
terms of marketing strategies so in view of 
these marketing aims for Fiancia need to be 
designed.
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Contest

Management of Fiancia in the view to 
introduce its business in such manner that 
multiple services so as to attract massive 
investors and traders from corners of the 
world. Business promotion and role of 
marketing can never be ignored in the 
corporate world in particular when the 
company is offering services and platforms 
for global entities in the digital environment in 
such area which has to still make grounds 
among professional and business circles. In 
view of it, management of Fiancia has 
planned contests among traders and 
investors within its internal structure on the 
periodic basis. Such activity will be 
supplemented with social networks and 

global cohesion of enti t ies that are 
associated with Fiancia and same help in the 
development of business init iatives, 
business prospects and sense of loyalty and 
commitment towards each other. These 
contests will also provide an opportunity to 
investors to assess the level of competence 
of traders who transact on their behalf and 
also the strength of social networks which will 
operate under Fiancia. Management of 
Fiancia will also offer benefits and other 
privileges associated with contests to 
potent ial  ent i t ies so as to enhance 
competitive environment internally and also 
introduce unique perspective of business 
across the corners of the world. 
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ICO (Initial Coin Offering) 

ICO Details

Publically Fiancia Ltd aims to offer FIN coins at specified date of 1st March 2018 13:00 GMT. In 
this regard company has targeted accepting only up to the extent of 3000 Ether at initial stage by 
issuing 6 Million Tokens. Fiancia is targeting the funds of total 30,000 Ether for the project. Fiancia 
as per its commitment and agreement will not accept contributions as and when threshold of 
30,000 Ether Hard cap has been hit. Company has targeted distribution of FIN tokens in terms of 
percentage like 10% for Pre-ICO phase, 75% related to main sale, 11% for founders, advisors 
and team members present therein and in particular 4% for bounty programs to be covered 
under such process in a comprehensive manner. Company has targeted 6 million FIN token 
supplies in relation to Pre-ICO.
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4%

10%

11%

75%

Allocation of Resources

Pre Sale Token
6,000,000

Main Sales
45,000,000

Bounty
2,400,000

Founders & Advisors 
6,600,000
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 Further Token Issuance

Start Date

End Date

Token Name

 
Minimum Contribution

Price of FIN Token

Total limit of FIN Tokens

 

 Hard cap

 1st March 2018, 13:00 GMT 

15th Jun 2018, 13:00 GMT

 FIN

 
0.1 ETH

 
Varies based on amount collected

 
60,000,000 FIN

No tokens to be issued after the ICO

 30,000 ETH

 

 
Discount     Time scale Until Min. Contribution

35%
   

0.1 Ether
 

20%

   
0.1 Ether

 
10%

   

0.1 Ether

 
7%

   

0.1 Ether

 4%

   

0.1 Ether

 

25th April 2018

05th May 2018

15th May 2018

30th May 2018

15th Jun 2018
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Value Growth Of Fin Tokens
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Ÿ Based on acquisition of large number of participants on our platform the value of FIN token 
will grow by charging platform commissions.

Ÿ TV channel subscriptions, paid contents, advertisements and sponsors will help FIN token 
value to grow.

Fin tokens value will grow based on following facts

Exchange Listings

In view of ICO company will also target 
introduction of its services and business 
prospects at renowned forums offering 
opportunities to multiple crypto currency 
entities and in this regard various prominent 
names like Bittrex, Hit BTC, and Binance etc. 

having financial volume of $463 million, $524 
million and $162 million respectively will be 
considered. Apart from that various other 
names like BTC.sx, CEX.IO, BTC China and 
Coin Check also attract attention of top 
management here at Fiancia Ltd.
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Allocation of Funds

Those funds which will be available with the 
company owing to token sale will be utilized 
for various aspects like promotion and 
development of platform, launching of new 
products by the company and also for 
benefits of users enjoying FIN tokens and in 
this regard resources allocation have been 
categorized under the following manner:

§ Company will allocate funds for 
research and development after going 
through initial testing phase and in this 
regard development team comprising 
specialized and experienced engineers will 
also be there for which various aspects will 
be dealt like app development for mobile, 
test ing of date for HFT operat ions, 
development of suitable platform and in this 
regard resources have been defined up to 
the extent of 45 percent of funds recovered 
from token sale.

§ Company will also allocate funds of 
about 25 percent from token sales for 
marketing, promotion of business activities, 
public relations and presenting of company 
at various forums both public and private like 
trade exhibitions and seminars arranged 
under the supervision of crypto world entities 
and investors. Under these aspects 
covering B2B and P2P Networks Company 
will benefit a lot in terms of customer 
acquisition in the long run which is also 
inevitable for sustainable growth in 
compe t i t i ve  and  emerg ing  c r yp to 
environment.

§ 1% of funds will be there for legal and 
compliance services. In this regard in 
accordance with rules and regulations of 
securities and exchange commission test 

will be conducted containing various 
aspects like whether such investment relates 
to money or cash in kind, is such investment 
related to common business activity or 
organization, prospects of getting profits out 
of investments, benefits accruing to third 
parties like in IPO offers syndicates, under 
writers or other third parties charge 
commission for their professional services.

§ There will also be provisions for costs 
of licencing, operational and administrative 
aspects and other costs which are deemed 
necessary in relation to B2B integration and 
other professional matters at office at all 
levels. Company has also covered these 
aspects in ranges of soft, normal, optimal 
a n d  u l t i m a t e  c a p s  u n d e r  v a r i o u s 
percentages like 1%, 2%, 3% and 4%.

3%
7%

20%

25%

45%

Security 

Scaling Legal & Compliance  

Operations 

Marketing 

Research & Development 

Funds Distribution  
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Benets of FIN Token Holders 

Packages For Fin Token Holders

Various categories of packages will also be 
announced and implemented by the 
management of Fiancia depending upon the 
level of investments and FIN coins owned by 
traders and investors at large. The sound 

presence among competitors, enhance 
exposure among professional circles and 
fulfillment of long-term aims and objectives 
will be easily achieved owing to such aspect 
at large. 

Profit Leverages For Fin Token Holders

Fiancia will also target introduction of profit 
leverages for FIN coin holders depending 
upon their performance and ability to stay 
sustainable in a highly competi t ive 
environment of the crypto world. For the 

promotion of business and other aspects 
and in particular to realize unique aspects of 
F iancia to customers same wi l l  be 
channelized.

Multiple Lucrative For Fin Token Holders

Apart from profit incentive management of 
Fiancia will also provide FIN coin holders 
various packages in terms of membership, 
discounts, and presence at social networks 

which will enhance business functions and 
long-term acceptance among all of the 
relevant stakeholders.
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Road Map
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Fiancia Team
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His expertise will lead the project and 
o rgan iza t i on  towards  the  v i r t uoso 
performance. Since 2013 he was an advisor 
to the di fferent firms of blockchain 
technology and ICO's due his vital expertise 
in the field. Additional areas of expertise 
include, Strategy, Vision & Mission Planning, 
Sales & Marketing Leadership, Profitability & 
Cost Analysis, Programs, Services & 
Products, Blockchain Technology strategic 
measures Contract Negotiations & Strategic 
Alliances, Finance, Budgeting & Cost 
Management, Public Relations & Media 
Affairs, Policy & Procedure Development, 
Government Regulations & Relations, 
Human Resources Management, Team 
Building & Performance Improvement. 

Dynamic, energetic, results-oriented leader 
with a strong track record of performance in 
turnaround and high-paced organizations. 
He has an excellent approach to utilize keen 
analysis and insights to drive organizational 
improvements and implementation of best 
enactment and knowledge. Surpassing 
interpersonal skills, capable of resolving 
multiple and complex issues and motivating 
staff to vertex performance. Being an 
investment banker, He has an immense 
experience as CFO in different banks of the 
world recognition named TC ZiraatBankasi 
AS, Deutsche Bank, and Barclays. He is 
having more than 10 years of experience in 
dealing with FX options, Stocks, Bonds and 
CFD's. 

Babar Mahmood

CEO
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Starting out as a spot and forward voice broker 
in 1977, Tom brings over 40 years experience in 
the FX industry, with a successful background In 
both the interbank market and the retail side. He 
served in Senior VP positions for 20 years in the 
competitive interbank voice broker business 
with Marshalls, Noonan and Fulton, followed by 
six years on the electronic side as Senior 
Relationship and Liquidity Manager at EBS 
Dealing. In 2003, he was one of the founding 
members in the creation of FXDD, where he 
directed the business development efforts 
along with leading the global institutional and 
retail sales team.
Tom is a graduate of Hofstra University and has 
acquired the US licenses for Series 3 and 34.

Tom O'Reilly

Board Member
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A Dynamic Professional with total 18+ Years of rich 
experience, including 8+ yrs in Retail Banking 
Operations (ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank & IDBI Bank) & 
10+ Yrs experience in Implementing Temenos T24, 
the world's leading Core Banking System. Presently 
being part of the Senior Management team and so 
far served various clients, across the globe like: 
Deutsche Bank, Swiz, Deutsche Bank & Credit 
Suisse, Singapore, TC Ziraat Bankasi, Turkey, 
Microplanet Technologies, United States (Denver) 
& Microplanet Technologies, United Kingdom 
(Brixton)
He is an asset for Fiancia to drive the project on the 
wheels of innovation and advance technology 
Did Ph.D., between 2010 to 2015 under the topic 
'Technology management in Banks' studied the 
Security aspects of alternative channels and did a 
extensive research about Blockchain Technology 
and published various papers about the security 
aspects of Blockchain technology in comparison 
against the threats of all alternative distribution 
channel.

Dr. Vijesh

CTO



With over a decade of legal experience 
specializing in the Russian jurisdiction. Areas of 
expertise: legal audits Master of Law, economic 
law. Through Vladimir's journey, he has 
developed a strong network of over 25,000 
contacts. These professional operate within the 
blockchain community or the legal industry. Top 
level consulting for ico projects.

Vladimir Nikitin

KYC Manager 
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Laura Zaharia is a graduate from International 
Relations and European Studies. She has 
worked in the administrative area and found that 
too many problems are left with no solution. So, 
after a year of freelance writing, in 2016 she 
entered in the Crypto world. Since then she has 
been an active member in different ICOs, 
studying and analyzing all Crypto-Currencies 
and, also, providing insights as an adviser.
She loves meeting new people, learning new 
things, traveling, laughing and helping the 
society have a better future with each action.

Laura Zaharia

Community Manager
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Experienced Head Of Compliance with a 
demonstrated history of working in the banking 
industry. Skilled in Financial Risk, Internal Audit, 
Analytical Skills, Risk Management, and KYC. 
Strong finance professional with a Bachelor's 
degree focused in International Business 
Administration from King Abdulaziz University.

Bani Saud

Compliance & Risk 
Management Head 

He is a technology product innovator and an 
exper ienced decis ive and resul ts focused 
programmer and project manager, specializing in 
digital web software and mobile development across 
multiple industries including marketing, finance, 
technology, and blockchain. He is versatile in project 
management approach and possesses extensive 
knowledge, certifications, and experience. His 
strength lies in business analysis, decision making 
power, product innovation & Management, research 
methodology attributing towards full SDLC and ITIL 
experience with multiple high paced organizations 
like trading platforms, TV channels, Blockchain 
t e c h n o l o g i e s  a n d  F i n a n c e  &  I n v e s t m e n t 
Management.

Abdul Rafey

Project Director 
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Ali Akbar

Marketing Head

He is a creative, innovative and resourceful 
Marketing Head with a successful background in 
designing and implementing effective B2B and 
B2C marketing campaigns. Specializes in digital 
market ing,  socia l  media and managing 
campaigns that deliver tangible results and 
acquire new customers. Versatile management 
style with a sharp financial mind and experience 
m a n a g i n g  b u d g e t s 
Possesses over 10 years marketing experience 
working in Europe, the Middle East and Africa in 
digital and traditional media, creatingthe strategy, 
concepts, and designs for integrated advertising 
campaigns and innovativedigital experiences. He 
is able to drive creative direction and strategy to 
deliver the project with excellent results.

John Akwei has extensive qualification in Data 
Science, Data Analysis, and Data Management. 
John founded Context Base. Now John brings his 
passion for data to Sponsy, where he uses his skills 
to extract useful insights from the arrays of info. 
John is certified in Data Science, R Programming, 
Data Product Development, Enterprise Content 
M a n a g e m e n t  a n d  E l e c t r o n i c  R e c o r d 
Management.

John Akwei

Director Data Science



Simon Choi is an international lawyer, qualified 
to practise law in England & Wales, and in Hong 
Kong, China. Simon graduated from the law 
schools' of Peking University, the University of 
London and the University of Hong Kong 
respectively. Simon is contributing by providing 
an in-depth knowledge of international law, as 
well as advising and reviewing new blockchain 
regulations in various jurisdictions. With more 
than 25 years of experience in international 
trade, investment, finance, and M&A, he is an 
asset for Fiancia ensuring the highest degree of 
compliance and adherence to all relevant 
government policies towards blockchain 
technology.

Simon Choi

Legal Advisor
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Conclusion

Fiancia being the UK registered organization 
intends to steal the march in a unique 
manner in crypto world and in this regard has 
covered and tried to realize potential 
investors and traders that owing to presence 
of regulated TV channel, decentralized 
blockchain technology, trading systems and 
secured internal controls it will be able to 
achieve landmark and ensure sound 
position in such environment which is at 
growing stage apart from the fact that its 
popularity has increased manifold over the 
last couple of years. To achieve long journey 

of success and recognition business plans 
and other strategies will prove detrimental to 
potential stakeholders and also industrial 
setup. This is the best time for entrepreneurs, 
b u s i n e s s m e n ,  t e c h n o l o g i s t s  a n d 
revolutionary investors to take the full 
advantage of these currencies Fiancia 
L im i ted  is  commi t ted  to  prov id ing 
opportunities to such people by educating 
and informing them through its TV channel. 
This TV channel has the potential to take 
cryptographic currencies to the whole new 
level 
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Risks, Disclaimer & Legal Considerations

Fiancia Limited UK FIN Token Initial Coin 
Offering is designed to be purely informational. 
We are notifying potential  users and 
participants of our cryptocurrency availability. 
The information provided here should not be 
interpreted as advice or encouragement for 
investments of any kind. We do not guarantee 
the legitimacy or value of FIN or any claims 
made in this whitepaper or communication 
derived or resulted from it. Users are 
responsible for investigating and researching 
every piece of information on their own before 
deciding to support us. All potential users will 
be encouraged to affirm the following 
conditions before approval is granted to 
receive FIN tokens. Please read the below 
carefully to see if you comply with this offering.

Ø I certify and confirm that I have read 
and understand the Disclaimer included in the 
Fiancia Limited UK White Paper and that I 
expressly accept all terms, conditions, 
obligations, affirmations, representations, and 
warranties described in these terms and 
agree to be bound by them.

Ø I declare and certify that I am acting in a 
professional capacity and am considered as 
an accredited investor or variations of these 
sorts respective in my own country and know 
the requirements to be considered as such in 
my own country. 

Ø I declare and certify that I carried out 
the research or taking the relevant advice from 
specialized attorneys to ensure that no 
legislation or regulation applicable to my 
situation and my place of residence, or no 
position or recommendation from a competent 
national authority prohibits me or limits me in 
the purchase and the possession of FIN 
Tokens, and more widely in the possession of 
cryptocurrencies.
Ø I certify and confirm that I am aware 
that this presentation is provided for 

commercial purposes only, in order to present 
Fiancia Limited UK and the ICO project; as I 
am interested in the content of  th is 
presentation I agree that I fully grasp the 
consequences of a token subscription and the 
possible risk of partial or total loss of this 
subscription. I agree and comply with this.
Ø  I certify and confirm this presentation is 
strictly confidential and exclusively for me, its 
intended user. It may not be communicated to 
a third party without the prior and written 
agreement from the Fiancia Limited UK. I 
agree and comply with this. 

Ø I certify and confirm the information 
contained in this presentation is not 
exhaustive. 

Ø I certify and confirm this presentation is 
not a contractual document. It is provided for 
purely informational purposes. The data or 
figures contained therein are purely indicative 
and provisional. The information contained 
therein may under no circumstances be 
deemed to be contractual stipulations relating 
to the operating methods of the future ICO. I 
agree and comply with this. 

Ø  I am aware and agree that I am in full 
acknowledgment that this presentation has in 
no way been approved or endorsed by an 
administrative or regulatory authority and is 
NOT subject to any particular laws regulating 
its content or its form. I agree and comply with 
this.  

Ø I am aware and agree to notify the 
Fiancia Limited UK if this document found me 
in error. If I cannot comply with any terms of 
this disclaimer, I will notify the Fiancia Limited 
UK immediately that I am in violation of said 
disclaimer and that I am to be marketed to, no 
longer.
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Forward-looking Statements

Some of the statements in the White Paper 
include forward-looking statements which 
re fl e c t  t h e  C o m p a n y ' s  a n d / o r  t h e 
Management current views with respect to 
product development, execution roadmap, 
financial performance, business strategy 
and future plans, both with respect to the 
Company and the sectors and industries in 
which the Company operates. Statements 
which include the words ''expects'', 
''intends'', ''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'', 
''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'', ''aims'', 
''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''continue'' and 
similar statements are of a future or forward-
look ing nature.  A l l  forward- look ing 
statements address matters that involve 
risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there 
are or will be important factors that could 
cause the actual results to differ materially 
from those indicated in these statements. 
These factors include but are not limited to 
those described in the part of the White 
Paper entitled ''Risk Factors'', which should 
be read in conjunction with the other 
cautionary statements that are included in 
the White Paper. Any forward-looking 
statements in the White Paper reflect the 
current views with respect to future events 
and are subject to these and other risks, 

uncertainties and assumptions relating to 
the operations, results of operations and 
growth strategy. These forward-looking 
statements speak only as of the date of the 
White Paper. Subject to industry acceptable 
disclosure and transparency rules and 
c o m m o n  p r a c t i c e s ,  t h e  C o m p a n y 
undertakes no obligation publicly to update 
or review any forward-looking statement, 
whether as a result of new information, future 
developments or otherwise. All subsequent 
written and oral forward-looking statements 
attributable to the Company or individuals 
acting on behalf of the Company are 
expressly qualified in their entirety by this 
paragraph. Prospective buyers of the FIN® 
Token should specifically consider the 
factors identified in the White Paper which 
could cause actual results to differ before 
making a purchase decision. No statement 
in the White Paper is intended as a profit 
forecast and no statement in the White Paper 
should be interpreted to mean that the 
earnings of the Company for the current or 
future years would be as may be implied in 
this White Paper. By purchasing the FIN® 
Token I hereby acknowledge that I have read 
and understood the notices and disclaimers 
set out above
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